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Summer Wind

The summer wind came blowin' in 

across the sea

It lingered there, to touch your hair

 and walk with me

All summer long we sang a song 

and strolled the golden sand

Two sweethearts and the summer wind

Like painted kites, the days and nights 

went flyin' by

The world was new

 beneath a blue umbrella sky

Then softer than a piper man, 

one day it called to you

I lost you to the summer wind

The autumn wind, 

and the winter winds 

have come and gone

And still the days, 

those lonely days, go on and on

And guess who sighs his lullabies

 through nights that never end

My fickle friend, the summer wind

The summer wind

The summer wind

The summer wind

They Call the Wind Mariah

Away out here they’ve got a name

For wind and rain and fire

The rain is Tess, the fire is Joe,

And they call the wind Mariah

Mariah blows the stars around

And sends the clouds a'flyin'

Mariah makes the mountains sound

Like folks are up there dying

Mariah, Mariah

They call the wind Mariah

Out here they got a name for rain

For wind and fire only

But when you’re lost and all alone

There ain’t no word but lonely

  

 

Solo 1:

Solo 2:

Solo 3:

Solo 4:  

palm out K moves upward in wavy motion/flat arms on top on each other, D hand as sun rising

flap hands at shoulders

W hands facing rotate

B hand at temple, rotate/ palm down at left arcs to palm up at rt

5 hands facing up at chest, pull down to O hands, twice/thumb at temple to 5 at chest

#1/thumb and pinkie at ear/point to audience

point to audience/stacked 5 hands float side to side

stacked 5 hands float side to side

stacked 5 hands float side to side

flat hand toward self/claw hand pull to O

flat arms on top on each other, D hand as sun rising

Drag index finger from nose to chin, twice/right palm touches back of left hand

5 hands stacked at chest, balloon forward/flat hand taps nose, swipe across forearm

flat arms on top on each other, D hand as sun setting/draw question mark with flat hand

index fingers tap once, flip, tap again/stacked 5 hands float side to side

index finger pulled across forehead to X, twice/stacked 5 hands float side to side

index finger pulled across forehead to X, twice/stacked 5 hands float side to side

index finger pulled across forehead to X, twice/stacked 5 hands float side to side

5 hands facing up at waist, small circles/H fingers tap twice

stacked 5 hands float side to side/5 hands flap/ 5 hands facing chest, alternate circling forward

5 hands flap/5 hands facing chest, alternate circling forward

thumb and pinkie at ear/stacked 5 hands float side to side

index fingers side by side, alternate up

claw hands face each other, rotate above head and to left

flat plams face, draw mountain tops

D hand slides up 

stacked 5 hands float side to side

H fingers tap twice/5 hands flap next to ears

stacked 5 hands float side to side/5 hands up,lost facing chest, alternate circling 

forward

O hands touching fingers up, swipe to 5 hands down/index finger facing chest, swirls

wag finger/drag index finger from nose to chin, twice
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And I’m a lost and lonely man

Without a star to guide me

Mariah, blow my love to me

I need my girl beside me

Mariah, Mariah

They call the wind Mariah

Mariah, Mariah

They call the wind Mariah

Colors of the Wind

You think you own whatever land you land on

The earth is just a dead thing you can claim

But I know every rock and tree and creature

Has a life, has a spirit, has a name

You think the only people who are people

Are the people who look and think like you

But if you walk the footsteps of a stranger

You'll learn things you never knew, you never 

knew

Have you ever heard the wolf cry 

to the blue corn moon

Or asked the grinning bobcat why he grins

Can you sing with all the voices

 of the mountains

Can you paint with all the colors of the wind

Can you paint with all the colors of the wind

Come run the hidden pine trails of the forest

Come taste the sun sweet berries of the Earth

Come roll in all the riches all around you

And for once, never wonder what they're worth

The rainstorm and the river are my brothers

The heron and the otter are my friends

And we are all connected to each other

In a circle, in a hoop that never ends

How high does the sycamore grow

If you cut it down, then you'll never know

And you'll never hear the wolf cry 

to the blue corn moon

For whether we are white or copper skinned

We need to sing with all the voices 

of the mountains

We need to paint with all the colors of the wind

You can own the Earth and still

All you'll own is Earth until

You can paint with all the colors of the wind

O hands touching fingers up, swipe to 5 hands down/Drag index finger from nose to chin, 

twice

index fingers side by side, alternate up/point to self

fists cross at wrists on chest/point to self

thumb slides down cheek/flat hands facing, slide R hand to the right

stacked 5 hands float side to side

stacked 5 hands float side to side

tap temple/flat 5 hands sweep in a circle 

W hands facing rotate/claw hands reach and grab

tap forehead with fingers/elbow on fingers, 5 hand flutter

fists, thumbs up, slide up chest/H fingers tap twice

tap temple/P hands facing down, alternate circles

P hands facing down, alternate circles/tap temple/point to audience

fingers walk on palm/C at nose, tip down, flat palms along sides

flat hands stack face up, R hand hops to side/ draw question mark with flat 

hand/ tap forehead with fingers

D hand taps ear/claw hand over nose, pull to O

B hand at temple, rotate/C with thumb and finger, from temple up

index finger touch edge of lip, slide up to ear

flat R hand sweeps across left forearm/V flicks under chin

flat plams face, draw mountain tops

R flat hand paints L flat hand/5 hand at chin, flutter fingers/ stacked 5 hands float side to side

R flat hand paints L flat hand/5 hand at chin, flutter fingers/ stacked 5 hands float side to side

Solo 5:

Solo 6:

Solo 7:

Solo 8:

H hand rises from shoulder to above head/R fingers blossom up through L "O"

point down/tap forehead with fingers

point to ear/claw hand over nose, pull to O

B hand at temple, rotate/C with thumb and finger, from temple up

flat hand at chest, pulls to O hand/pinch cheek

flat R hand sweeps across left forearm/V flicks under chin

flat palms face, draw mountain tops

R flat hand paints L flat hand/5 hand at chin, flutter fingers/stacked 5 hands float side to side

W hands facing rotate

W hands facing rotate

R flat hand paints L flat hand/5 hand at chin, flutter fingers/stacked 5 hands float side to side
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